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Modern and elegantly designed, our resin wicker sectional collection comes in two
seating sections, chaise and loveseat with a coffee table in a modern variegated grey
finish. The seats open up to reveal hidden storage areas that have detachable liners to
keep your stored items from getting dirty.
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Give your guests a comfy and cozy place to relax when they visit with our mid-century
modern collection. The arm chair and loveseat are made from hand woven weatherresistant wicker and have 5" thick cushions, all in an attractive grey tone. Serve up
drinks and appetizers on the faux wood slatted top coffee table.
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Our royal collection offers contemporary styling and ample room to relax and enjoy a
great meal outdoors. The table has a center trestle, slatted tabletop, and adjustable
levelers. Four armless bar stools have a high back and generous seat which are made
of a combination of wood and resin wicker materials.
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Nothing goes better with warm weather than a delicious meal served on a beautiful
table. When you're finished, simply fold down the attached leaves and store the six
folding chairs under the table. The rear wheels allow for easy mobility and placement.
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Add comfort, function, and style to your deck or patio with our modern bar set in an
espresso finish. The bar and two backless bar stools are made out of durable resin
wicker and tropical Acacia hardwood.
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Our curved modular patio collection is a customizable deep seat design that's shaped
for socializing. Constructed with a flat weave resin wicker in a stylish espresso finish.
The side table and ottoman have hidden storage areas. Boxed edge welted cushions
are included.
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Tailor the look for your space and entertain in style with our deep seat metal patio
furniture collection. The Ellicott Collection includes other complimentary pieces, like our
high-top dining set or lounge poolside on the chaise lounger which features an
adjustable seat back. All collection pieces are in a stunning dark bronze finish.
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Get deeper seating and comfort and create a customized look for your space with our
durable eucalyptus wood outdoor patio furniture. Chairs and sofas have slightly arched
armrests, while the slatted design ensures fast drying after it rains. Take in the sun
while relaxing poolside on a single or double chaise lounger. Compliment your seating
with our exclusive selection of patio serving tables.
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Our sturdy eucalyptus wood dining table expands from 60" to 72", seating up to 8
people comfortably. Seat your guests in our coordinating wood stacking arm chairs.
Simplify your outdoor entertaining needs with our exclusive selection of serving tables.
Available in multiple finishes to compliment your style.
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Our round eucalyptus wood dining tables feature a folding top and gate leg support
base for easy setup and storage. To create an intimate dining setting use our 48" table
seating up to 6 people or for a larger setting, use our 60" table seating up to 8 people.
Pair with our coordinating stacking wood arm chairs. Include a serving table to store
your entertaining essentials and make hosting easier. All dining available in multiple
finishes.
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Our swivel chair and table set features full wrapped aprons with detailed textured
weaving; the table has a tapered design with a glass insert and lower shelf. The flatweave resin set comes in a beautiful two-tone espresso finish over a powder-coated
steel frame to match most outdoor decor.
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Bring the Florida Keys to your backyard with our resin wicker patio furniture set. The
pieces are durable, substantial, and a bit wider than a regular seat and ottoman. The
deep-seat chairs and ottomans are the perfect complement to the round side table. All
of the pieces are foldable.
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Our San Marco Dining Set is perfect for intimate gatherings and large events when
multiple sets are used. The chairs stack and the tables fold for storing; the dining table
has an umbrella hole with a cap.

